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Careers in Music: How to Get a Job as a
Cruise Ship Musician Have you been
wondering how you could get a job playing
music that allowed you to travel all over
the world and have someone pay you to do
it? If so look no further. Thousands of
musicians each year work on cruise ships,
and the best part is, it is open to everyone.
Whether you play classical music or rock
and roll, are part of an established group or
an individual looking to go it on your own,
cruise ships are looking for you. I have
been working on cruise ships for over 6
years I still remember the struggle of trying
to find my way onto my first ship. After I
finally made it on board I realized that
while part of the trick of this industry is
getting in, staying in can also be a
challenge if you dont know what to expect.
So the book is broken up into 3 parts, and
some of the topics in each section are: Part
1 Finding a Job What is the Perfect Job for
You How Long are the Contracts How
Much Does it Pay Do I Really Need an
Agent Part 2 Getting the Job
What
Exactly Do I Do Anyhow What Do I Need
to Send In How Do I Audition for the
Show Band Part 3 Keeping the Job What
Life is Really Like On Board Whatever
You Do, Dont Forget This If you have
ever tried to navigate the websites to find
out contact information you know how
frustrating that can be. So I have included
extra pages of contact information so that
you know exactly who to contact so that
you could be working on your first cruise
within a couple of weeks. That information
alone will save you tons of time. This
quick read gives you real valuable
information to start a new career in music
as a cruise ship musician. Get your copy
now
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How to Become a Cruise Ship Musician Job - Careers In Music Play gigs at sea - become a musician working on a
cruise ship. Major cruise lines are hiring musical acts today. See who is hiring and learn the ins and outs of Careers
Royal Caribbean Productions How musically proficient do musicians on cruise ships need to be? What have you
found to be the best way to go about finding a job Got Talent? - Suman Entertainment Group Cruise Ship & Land
For more information on cruise ship auditions - musicians and entertainers. We conduct regular auditions around the
world and if you cant make it to one of Jobs & Auditions on Cruise Ships Cruise Ship Musicians - Lime Browse all
job descriptions in full Apply for a job with us Access insider The bottom line: we charge an amount that is FAIR, and
our musicians are HAPPY Landau Music: Cruise Ship Musicians & Entertainers We Bring The Fun. MUSICIANS
SINGERS & DANCERS TECHNICIANS YOUTH STAFF ENTERTAINMENT STAFF & DJS VARIETY ACTS &
COMEDIANS Playing Music on Cruise Ships: Know Before You Go Alternatively, orchestra musicians may apply
online through the ProShip Using an Entertainment Agency to Get Cruise Ship Jobs. How to Apply as a Cruise Ship
Musician, Band, or Entertainer Not all cruise lines hire musicians individually to make up a band or orchestra.
competition for available jobs to be strong, as there are often more musicians Musicians wanted for Cruise Ships &
gigs in Dubai We are the industry leader in hiring cruise ship musician and entertainers. who have the fortunate
opportunity to audition and work with Landau Music will one Entertainment Operations Jobs and Careers Disney
Cruise Line Applicable performing experiences on cruise ships, resorts, hotels, and high traffic tourist areas. musical
employment, education and performance experience in PDF format. . Carnivals guests are on vacation and want to have
FUN! As our Dave Hahn: Chronicles of a Cruise Ship Musician Blog - The Balance Bands and musicians needed
for cruise ship contracts and gigs abroad Sorry the opportunities BELOW THIS BOX have now been filled, but
outlining previous musical employment, education and performance experience Cruise Ship Entertainment Jobs.
Employment for Guest Entertainers There is a world of opportunities as cruise ship musicians to lead a lifestyle both
new and exciting, and If youre looking to become a cruise ship musician, Proship Entertainment - Your #1
worldwide resource of musicians Find current cruise ship jobs from legitimate recruiters here. All types of musicians
from solo, duo, trio or party bands required for long and short contracts on Lime Entertainment Cruise Ship
Musician Jobs Gigs & Auditions Performing on a cruise ship has been a part of my life goals and plans for awhile
After you get hired, the average contract for a musician is six to nine months .. but every cruise company has different
jobs they tack on to your [music] job for Jobs // - Premier Entertainment Ireland Cruise Ship Musician Cruise
Ship Musician Jobs: How I Got The Gig & What To Expect I knew that if I wanted to get this gig I had to absolutely
nail the audition they are I listened closely to the songs, reading along with the charts, and after I felt Carnival
Entertainment Currently, there are no Cruise Ship Musician jobs available which match this search. You may wish to
Start a New Career Selling Cruises - Earn $125K+. Cruise Ship Musician Jobs - Royal Caribbean International is now
recruiting entertainment staff ready to Extensive knowledge of a variety of musical genres, including current music
Work with the top cruise line in the industry and become one on our team of experts. How To Prepare For The Job Of
Cruise Ship Musician - Gsinker Ok, you have tested your sea legs, so now lets find a job. Well, that part is fairly
straightforward, just google music jobs on a cruise ship and you will find plenty What Do Cruise Ship Musicians
Make? - Work - Cruise Ship Jobs - Musicians Cruise Ship Musicians perform a wide variety of music to entertain
guests on board a cruise ship, usually at onboard pubs, clubs, and even poolside. Jobs for Musicians on Cruise Ships CruiseJobFinder Do musicians typically sign a contract to work for one particular cruise kind of agreement that
musicians ever get involved with on cruise ship gigs. My interest lies in musicians and maintaining a music career for
myself and with others. An In-Depth Review of Cruise Ship Musician - Landau Music human resources,
recruitment and talent casting, staffing, and hiring needs. If you need musicians, musical groups and bands, singers,
entertainers, staff, technicians, Why is it better to get a job with Proship? What is the starting salary for cruise ship
entertainers? Starting What is a cruise ship showband musician? Become a Session Musician Job Description Careers In Music Learn how you can be part of Entertainment Operations, the crew who add a fun and Technicians,
Mainstage (The Cast) & Character Performers and Musicians. the Entertainment Department that Disney Cruise Line
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recruits for externally: + .. Watch this video to get an overview of the Disney Cruise Line Entertainment Cruise Ship
Musician Jobs: How I Got The Gig & What To Expect Q: How did you become a pianist on a cruise ship? A: It
requires a mix of sight-reading (mainly Broadway-style music), classical facilities, and jazz skills. Interviews With
People Who Have Interesting or Unusual Jobs: Joel Career Overview: A Session Musician performs a backing track
for another musician, while performing onstage or recording in studio. Average Annual Earnings: Flagship
Entertainment Cruise Ship Musicians Jobs & Auditions Jobs. Lounge groups. Party band. Party bands are generally
quartets in various areas on the ship to music lovers and party-goers alike, and have the freedom M One Studios
Music Jobs, Cruise Ship Music Jobs, Cruise Ship Flagship Entertainment is a full service musician recruitment
agency specializing in cruise ship entertainment. A leading agency for cruise ship musicians Find out what are the
different cruise ship gigs available, and who to get your cruise ship audition as soon as possible.
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